Security Policy Statement

This is the web site of Pole Fitness Academy Inc.
Our postal address is
1066 Somerset Street West
Ottawa, ON K1Y 4T3
We can be reached via e-mail at info@ottawapolefitness.com or you can reach us by
telephone at 613-695-7653.
Security
Pole Fitness Academy (hereinafter referred to as PFA) has taken steps to safeguard the
integrity of its data and prevent unauthorized access. These measures are designed to
prevent corruption of data, block unknown or unauthorized access to our systems and
information, and provide reasonable protection of private information in our possession.
Unauthorized attempts to upload information or change information on PFA's websites
are strictly prohibited and may be punishable under Provincial and Federal Computer
Crimes and Identification Theft Code.
Encryption
PFA applications that collect personal information use Secure Socket Layers (SSL), an
industry standard for secure website transactions. When you visit Web resources
protected by SSL, your browser address (URL) changes from HTTP to HTTPS, and the
browser may display a lock or key symbol on its task bar. If you do not see one or more
of these security indicators, any information you submit could be intercepted. Our SSL
protected applications use 128-bit encryption any time private or sensitive information
is collected. The 128-bit encryption keys further secure our website and network against
brute force attacks that might be directed at your online transactions, including any
private information you may send to PFA. If your browser does not support 128-bit
encryption, you will not be able to connect to encrypted pages.
Links to Other Websites As a convenience, PFA´s websites offer links to certain websites
created and maintained by public and private entities. PFA has no control over linked
sites nor can it be held responsible for material found on any non-PFA website. A link to
another website does not constitute an endorsement of the content, viewpoint,
accuracy, opinions, policies, products, services or accessibility of the site.
Disclaimer
Although reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that electronic information on
an domain or subdomain within Pole Fitness Academy array of websites is complete,
accurate and timely, PFA does not represent that the information is complete, accurate
and timely in all instances. Further, PFA assumes no responsibility for the use of the
information provided.

Security Policy Statement
Use of Website Information
Unless otherwise noted on an individual document, file, web page or other website item,
PFA retains the right of refusal to grant permission to copy and distribute the
information for non-commercial use, as long as the content remains unaltered. Any and
all information provided on this website and any related website, including files
associated with specific research and publication, require appropriate documentation
and citation within the findings generally attributed to the primary research goals and
solutions of Pole Fitness Academy.

Consent to Monitoring
Use of this website is monitored to ensure proper operation, plan PFA website resources
and to verify various security features. Do not attempt to upload, change or place
materials on provided systems, circumvent security features or use this system for other
than its intended purposes.
Anyone accessing secured information on the ottawapolefitness.com sites agrees to
abide by provisions of the PFA access agreement, which includes maintaining the
confidentiality of claim information; avoiding the use of passwords without
authorization and refraining from circumventing computer security systems.
Use of any Pole Fitness Academy web resource constitutes consent to monitoring.
Contact Information
Please address questions about this policy to PFA's Office:


By Telephone: (613) 695-7653



By Mail: Pole Fitness Academy 1066 Somerset Street West Ottawa, ON K1Y 4T3



By email via: info@ottawapolefitness.com

For more information contact: info@ottawapolefitness.com

